April 16, 2020

Dear Speaker Pelosi, Majority Leader Schumer, Leader McCarthy, and Leader McConnell:

We write to express our support for the Federal Immigrant Release for Safety and Security Together Act (FIRST Act). This Act provides urgent and critical restrictions on immigration detention and enforcement during this unprecedented national public health emergency. Even as public health experts urgently call for the Department of Homeland Security to curtail enforcement and engage in massive releases of those facing civil detention, the agency continues its immigration enforcement and detention activities. These actions risk the lives of tens of thousands of immigrants who remain in custody and present significant broader public health risks as ICE and facility staff come and go from the facilities. The protections and procedures mandated in this Act reduce unnecessary detention levels and civil immigration enforcement activity to protect the health of not only those held in custody, but all of our communities.

Even before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, ICE has proven to be incapable of providing for the basic needs of people in custody. Numerous reports document ICE’s record of failing to provide adequate soap and other hygiene products, at times even failing to provide hot water.¹ And there is a well documented history of medical abuse and neglect in immigration detention centers.² Further, ICE has a history of mismanaging outbreaks of infectious diseases in the past.³

---

³ See Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report: Notes from the Field (Vol. 68, No. 34), Jessica Leung, Diana Elson, Kelsey Sanders, et al, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, “Mumps in Detention Facilities that House
Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, ICE has continued this pattern of failing to provide for the basic needs of the people in its custody, and in some cases, has exacerbated the threat of COVID-19 through mismanagement, retaliation, and abuse. For example, on March 23, guards at the South Texas ICE Processing Center in Pearsall, Texas pepper-sprayed approximately 60 people detained in the facility when they refused to return to their beds and called for ICE to release them due to concerns over contracting COVID 19. ICE then moved nine people who participated in the protest to restricted housing and said they would be punished with “disciplinary charges due to security violations.” This Act responds to these appalling abuses with appropriate restrictions on detention and enforcement activity.

First, the Act requires (with some exceptions) the release of all individuals in immigration custody who are at heightened risk of vulnerability to COVID-19 because of age or pre-existing medical conditions. Public health experts have spoken resoundingly to the risks that crowded detention facilities and jails pose to rapid COVID-19 spread and the heightened health risks these specific populations face. This provision of the Act responds appropriately to unrefuted public health warnings in this time of crisis to protect individuals in custody, government officials, and the public.

Second, this Act goes a step further in protecting public health and safety by requiring a presumption of release for all other individuals currently in DHS custody, including those subject to mandatory detention. Specifically, the bill requires DHS to review the files of all persons in custody and authorizes release unless DHS can meet a high evidentiary standard justifying continued detention. There is no justification for the continued detention of any person for civil enforcement measures given the emergent nature of the COVID-19 pandemic and the grave risk to those behind bars.

Third, the Act ensures that DHS provide basic health and sanitary supplies and telephonic access to those who remain in custody. Specifically, the Act requires that DHS provide essential items including soap and hand sanitizer and free access to telephone communications with loved ones and counsel. This ensures that even as DHS takes steps to release the people in custody, it also

---

4 “We are Adrift, About to Sink: the Looming COVID-19 Disaster in United States Immigration Detention Facilities.” Amnesty International USA. April 2020.


6 Ibid.
immediately heeds the advice of public health experts to avoid virus transmission within detention facilities and treats individuals with basic human decency.

Finally, this Act requires ICE to suspend interior civil immigration enforcement during the course of the COVID-19 pandemic except in certain limited circumstances, and specifically prohibits enforcement in sensitive locations, including medical facilities and other places that offer vital assistance. This critical measure ensures that ICE will not deter immigrant communities from seeking lifesaving care and stems the inflow of individuals coming into custody at a time when enforcement of civil immigration laws poses real and dangerous risks to our collective health.

The undersigned groups persist in our calls for the release of people from detention and to entirely suspend civil immigration enforcement in light of the gravity of the pandemic’s impact. We are grateful for the leadership of Representative Pramila Jayapal and Senator Cory Booker in introducing this bill, which is a vital step toward ensuring that everyone in our communities are protected during the COVID-19 pandemic. Even without the immediate threat of COVID-19, current levels of ICE detention are unsustainable and unnecessary, to immense financial and moral cost. We hope that this current moment provides an opportunity to work together to both protect our communities and critically examine the inherently arbitrary and deadly nature of our system of mass immigration detention.

For further information, please contact Sarah Gardiner at Freedom For Immigrants, sgardiner@freedomforimmigrants.org, or Nayna Gupta at the National Immigrant Justice Center, ngupta@heartlandalliance.org.

Sincerely,
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